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Chair – Gregg Hewitt 
 
The Chair opened the Conference, held at Doncaster Trades Centre and welcomed 
everyone. He introduced the speakers who were: 
 

• Alex Gordon – RMT President 
• Alan Tyrrell – GGC Health & Safety Sub-committee 
• Hilda Palmer – Greater Manchester Hazards Centre 
• Hugh Robertson – TUC, Health & Safety Officer 
• Ian Prosser – Director of Railway Safety, Office of Rail Regulation 

 
He asked everyone to observe a minute’s silence in remembrance of all those who 
have lost their lives in the transport industries. He also reminded delegates and 
guests that the anniversary date of Tebay is always close to the Health & safety 
Conference. 
 
Gregg talked about the brutal cuts on Worker Health & Safety proposed by Lord 
Young, (who was a favourite of Margaret Thatcher and his Trade & Industry 
Secretary) and being carried out by the ConDems. ‘Nobody goes into business to fill 
out hours & hours of forms’ stated Mark Prisk, Cameron’s Business Secretary. The 
Tories and now the LibDems can barely hide their contempt for our workplace safety. 
 
He spoke of how the HSE has been stripped of so much funding that it has moved 
from a regulatory and enforcing body to an advisory one. It has been proposed that 
to make any of the funds it so desperately needs, the HSE will offer ‘Professional 
Advice’ on health & safety matters to companies in a commercial capacity. 
 
 Greg relayed some shocking figures from the HSE:  
 

• The overall budget has been cut by 30% 
• 69 reduction in investigations 
• 48% reduction in prosecutions 
• Overall inspections fell by 75% 

 
With these appalling results and sustained attacks, now more than ever we must 
forge a strong resistance to any further cuts. 
 
President – Alex Gordon 
 
The President welcomed everyone and paid special thanks to Bristol Rail branch for 
putting up the original motion to the AGM asking for this conference. He began by 
mentioning the first ever prosecution under Corporate Manslaughter legislation that 
had taken place this day. Cotswold Geotechnical Holdings were fined £385,000 for 
killing their 27 year old employee Alexander Wright. This very sad reminder should 
be constantly given to the likes of Jeremy Clarkson and his Daily Mail caricature of 
‘elf and safety gorn mad’.  



The British Safety Industry Federation, an organisation hitherto unheard of, has 
responded to Lord Young’s proposed extension of qualifying period for RIDDOR 
reportable accidents to seven days. If anything is going to cut down accident figures 
then that will.  
 
The President invited everyone to attend the rally outside Parliament on Weds 2nd 
March as part of the Health & Safety Week of Action as well as the National TUC 
Demo against the cuts on Saturday March 26th. He expressed how important it was 
that March 26th was a massive workers’ voice. We have the joint Conference with the 
Office of Rail Regulation on Workers’ Memorial Day this year – April 28th in 
Edgbaston. He commented on the minute’s silence being held and how poignant it 
was, particularly in light of our members killed at Tebay.  
 
The investigation carried out by the RSSB into Network Rail’s under-reporting of 
RIDDOR reportable accidents showed that NR staff are concerned about draconian 
and punitive Managing for Attendance Policies.  RSSB acknowledged that the fear of 
job loss encouraged some staff/contractors to not report their own workplace 
accidents and injuries. Contractors on zero hours contracts feel particularly 
vulnerable for fear of not being re-engaged or being stood down without pay while 
accident investigations take place. Many staff, including managers, expressed fear of 
reprisals for reporting accidents. RSSB’s findings show that job insecurity and sub-
contracting are the greatest enemies to a safe working environment. 
 
Less than 12 months ago, Network Rail allowed contractor Jarvis to go into 
liquidation which meant the loss of 1500 skilled engineering workers, many of whom 
will have left the industry altogether whilst others will be scraping a living via 
agencies on minimum or zero hours contracts. The Department for Transport are 
planning to break up network Rail into 9 separate regional companies which will 
mean further contracting out of essential engineering works – back to the ‘Bad Old’  
days of Railtrack. Any further attempts to smash up Network Rail must be resisted 
he stated. 
 
The President finished on a positive note, talking about the new Lead Union Health & 
safety Reps who have been appointed by the RMT for Network Rail. These 6 reps 
are on full-time release for a trial period of six months. Their priority functions are to 
assist in the implementation of Network Rail’s new Health & safety Procedures. The 
procedures have been a long time in the making and key to us signing them off was 
agreement to put these reps in place.  
 
He wished everyone a successful conference and continued success in 
campaigning. 
 
Guest Speaker – Ian Prosser, ORR Chief Inspector and Director of Railway 
Safety 
 
The Chair introduced Ian Prosser, who has been involved in safety critical industries 
for over 26 years ranging from biochemistry to several years latterly working for 
Amey and Metronet. Ian stated that he and the rest of the ORR believe firmly that 
Health & safety Reps are a key component in achieving ‘Excellence in Health & 
Safety’. He also said that excellence in business goes hand in hand with excellence 



in H&S. He acknowledged that a successful business has a successful safety culture 
and that H&S reps have a part to play in business success, performance and 
efficiency. 
 
Ian described the role of the Health & Safety as: 
 

• a key component  in achieving excellence in business health & safety 
• the ears and eyes on the ground 
• good ambassadors 
• critical input into Risk Assessment and practical work instruction 
• improving the safety of contractors 
• seeing ‘under the skin’ of Key Performance Indicators 
• critical to changing the safety culture 

 
He went on to stress that a healthy business has: 
 

• Transparent reporting and; 
• strong 2-way communication 

 
Since he has been at the ORR he has made inspections very ‘focused’ on the duty 
holder and has made the inspectors much easier to contact. 
 
Ian explained to Conference that he exposed the issue at Network Rail of under-
reporting of RIDDOR reportable accidents in an article to Rail News. The RSSB 
investigation highlighted what he had been saying for some time. For those who 
would like to access the final report, please go to: 
 
http://www.rssb.co.uk/SiteCollectionDocuments/RIDDOR%20Review.pdf 
 
He finished by saying we should never ‘walk past an unsafe act or condition’ and by 
thanking Safety Reps for the work they do.  
 
 
Guest Speak – Hugh Robertson, TUC Senior Policy Officer for Health & Safety  
 
As well as his role at the TUC, being a fellow of IOSH and the ILO, Hugh is also a 
non-executive Director on the Board of the Health & Safety Executive. 
 
Hugh began by saying that we’re always being told that Britain is the safest place on 
Earth to work with the lowest workplace accident record – apart from Denmark.  We 
had the lowest amount of deaths recorded last year -152 – since records began. 
However, this figure does not represent the true figure of people killed by their work. 
Occupational cancers alone account for around 15,000 deaths with about 4-5,000 
from lung cancers such as mesothelioma, so a very conservative estimate is 20,000 
who are killed each year by their work or workplace. Of the 3,000 people killed on 
Britain’s roads each year around a third were driving for work when killed. Maritime 
deaths at work are also not included in the figures released by the HSE.  
 
As well as those killed by their work, there are hundreds of thousands of people 
suffering from occupational illnesses and diseases ranging from skin diseases to 

http://www.rssb.co.uk/SiteCollectionDocuments/RIDDOR%20Review.pdf


stress and depression. There are currently 538,000 workers suffering 
musculoskeletal disorders (MSD) from painful lower backs to RSIs in the wrist and 
neck and 415,000 suffering from work-related stress illnesses. And whilst there has 
been a reduction year-on-year of deaths, there is no such reduction in occupational 
illnesses, diseases and injuries. MSDs and stress account for 70% of sickness 
absence. 
 
Generally, Union reps halve the amount of injuries at any workplace as they 
encourage a far better safety culture. He said that lots of line managers are wary of 
union safety reps as they usually are far better trained than they are in matters that 
concern the health & safety of the workforce. Reps are in a better position to deal 
with workplace issues as they invariably see the risk first and they also have external 
support via their Head Office and full time officers. 
 
The TUC is calling for better rights for reps; the right to stop the job and to issue 
improvement notices being just two. This is all covered in the charter which can be 
downloaded in pdf format here: 
 
http://www.tuc.org.uk/extras/safetyrepscharter.pdf 
 
Hugh went on to explain about how detrimental the Young Review is. What started 
as a Tory Party Policy Review became Government Review after the election. His 
document did nothing to challenge the various myths on Health & Safety and it 
doesn’t mention resources for H&S or enforcement. The HSE is basically being told 
to concentrate on high hazard/risk workplaces and to all but ignore occupational 
health matters. The Young Review wants Inspectors to be able to inspect ONLY 
following a workplace injury so ‘Near Misses’ no longer would no longer qualify for 
investigation. Most people are off sick from occupational diseases rather than 
through accidents or injury. This assault on occupational health will make more ill 
from their work. 
 
The HSE will have its budget cut by 35% or £80 million which means that the current 
probability of a visit every 36 years will fade to ‘not a chance’ of a visit. This is not the 
way to encourage business to ensure excellent health & safety. 
 
The proposed extension to RIDDOR will cut out 70% of reportable accidents, which 
means reps will find tackling workplace accidents and their causes even more 
challenging than at present.   
 
The Young Review is about a pushing through a ‘pro-business’ agenda and 
suggesting that enforcement is bad for business. 
 
Guest Speaker – Hilda Palmer, Greater Manchester Hazards Centre 
 
Hilda opened by reminding us why we are in the financial mess that we are, after 
deregulation of the financial institutes. She said that H&S is under sustained attack 
from Chris Grayling who is minister for Secretary for Work and Pensions. He would 
be glad to get rid of the HSE and laughed about cutting inspections by 1/3. Public 
Sector cuts will have a massive detrimental effect on H&S by undermining trade 
union rights. Workers will be happy & relieved that they’ve not been made redundant 

http://www.tuc.org.uk/extras/safetyrepscharter.pdf


but they will be much more stressed at work now and working under less safe 
conditions as corners are cut and savings are made. This is a class war, attacks 
from cradle to grave.  
 
Hilda talked about Hazards current campaign, which was launched in July last year, 
‘We Didn’t Vote to Die at Work’. Part of our campaign is the arguments that you need 
to be using as reps with your friends, down the pub, your members and lobbying 
your Members of Parliament Arguments such as H&S being for the good of the 
public and that we are being conned with statements like ‘health and safety is a 
burden to business’.  Further details can be found on the Hazards Campaign website 
here: www.hazardscampaign.org.uk/pressrelease/didnotvote.htm or you can even 
join their Facebook group of the same name.  
 
Even though Young has gone, his work is being carried out by his former 
department. His research was done by the ‘Daily Mail headline’ method and holds no 
substance whatsoever. His attack on the so called ‘Compensation Culture’ is 
completely ridiculous as less than 10% of workplace accidents actually get any 
compensation. Employers Liability and Public Liability claims have gone down.  
 
Of the £30 billion annual costs of workplace accidents and injury, only 25% of the 
costs are picked up by the employer. The British Chambers of Commerce ‘Burdens 
on Business’ annual report estimates that the cost to business of complying with 
H&S is around £380million. Non-asbestos work-related cancers cost between 
£3billion and £12billion so the initial investment would have an enormous impact on 
reducing the real ‘burden to business’, which is work-related sickness. To echo what 
Ian Prosser said, no business is running effectively if it is injuring its workforce. 
 
Hilda then gave us a brief history of some of the families campaigning for justice for 
their loved ones killed by their employers. ‘Face the FACKS’ is a compelling DVD 
made by Families Against Corporate Killers and tells the stories of how ordinary men 
and women went to work one day and didn’t come home. None of the people were 
killed in ‘freak’ accidents but by simple accounts of negligence on behalf of the 
employers. One of these people, Laurie Swift, is a young pregnant woman who can’t 
claim compensation despite her partner being crushed to death by a shipping 
container as they were together for less than two years. It’s up to us to make a stand 
against corporate killers. 
 
There followed a question and answer session with panel members. 
 
Guest Speaker – Alan Pottage Org Unit 
 
Alan started by saying that mobilisation and recruitment was currently strong and we 
now have 50 members registered for Young Members Conference as opposed to 
only 6 three years ago. However, we must not become complacent as organisation 
is fundamental for the Union’s growth and survival – particularly in this current 
economic climate.  
 
He told us of the latest campaign for the Carlisle Cleaning staff in Manchester and 
expressed the importance of achieving living wages for members on low pay. The 
disparities between those on the lowest wages and the top earners are enormous.  

http://www.hazardscampaign.org.uk/pressrelease/didnotvote.htm


When people like Ian Coucher who paid himself £180,000 every three months plus 
an annual bonus of £15,000 it is small wonder that he is being investigated by a top 
QC. He is also being investigated for claims that complaints of sexual harassment 
against top female managers were paid off using public money. 
 
Since the election of Bob Crow in 2002, the amount of reps the RMT has has 
doubled from 2,500 to 5,000 and the membership has risen from 50,000 to 80,000. 
We’re looking at new and evolving areas to recruit in with Taxi drivers being one of 
our latest groups. There are opportunities for us in the new and renewable energies 
market with the emergence of off-shore wind farms. 
 
Alan Tyrrell – Council of Executives Member 
 
Alan gave a report on Health & Safety GGC and CofE decisions on the previous 
year’s resolutions.  
 
Resolutions 
 
 

1. Resolutions to AGM 
 
Fife & District Branch submitted the following resolution: 
  
“That this branch believes that in line with other Advisory Committees within our 
Union that the Health & Safety Advisory Conference should be able to submit 2 
Resolutions from this conference  to the AGM, and if successful that the Health & 
Safety Advisory Committee’s standing orders be amended so.” 
 
The resolution was carried. 
 
Lancaster & District Branch submitted the following resolution: 
 

2. Length of Possessions and Worksites. 
 
“The Lancaster Branch would like the R.M.T to ask Network Rail to define what it 
says in the rule book Module T3, section 1 { Possession of the line for engineering 
work} 1-3  THE LENGTH OF THE POSSESSION MUST BE KEPT AS SHORT AS 
POSSIBLE. 
  
Also would like R.M.T to ask Network Rail how long a WORKSITE SHOULD BE.” 
 
The resolution was carried. 
 
Mick Cash – Senior Assistant General Secretary 
 
Mick closed the Conference, as was traditional. He asked for a show of hands to see 
who’d managed to secure paid release and he was happy to see that the majority 
had. 140 reps applied to come to Conference and 108 delegates were present on 
the day. It’s still the second biggest attendance after the AGM and it’s good to see it 
flourishing. He reiterated what Ian Prosser said about companies with good safety 



cultures being the best performers. He said that we need to focus on our 
campaigning with a few dates coming up; 2nd March outside Parliament, 26th March 
for the National TUC Demo and 28th April for Workers’ Memorial Day and events 
being held regionally.  
 
He told Conference that it was the 15th anniversary of Tebay where 4 of our 
members were killed owing to the criminal negligence of members of management. 
Tom Angus is currently in Cumbria trialling a type of secondary protection which is 
something we’ve campaigned long and hard for. Mick also paid tribute to the 
continual hard work carried out by Steve Metcalfe and Tom Angus and the rest of 
Lancaster Rail Branch.  
 
Mick apologised for the delay in issuing the charter which was as a result of an 
unusually heavy workload from Network Rail. He said that many of the Charter’s 
aims had been discussed over the training day and the Conference itself. 
 
Mick talked briefly about the new Lead Union Health & Safety Reps positions that 
we’d managed to secure with Network Rail for implementing their new safety 
procedures. He said this was a good opportunity for organising and recruiting and 
ensuring that the ‘Safety Champions’ who are sometimes appointed by employers so 
not get the chance to take the place of our appointed reps. 
 
He ended by thanking everyone for their work in organising and helping out, for all 
who attended and the speakers and wished everyone a safe journey home. 
 
 
 


